1981 harley

Motorcycles with a higher rev threshold and multi-cylinders were introduced in order to give
rider the power and speed they had so long desired. While other bikes required the gratuitous
downshift, the Sporty only needed a tweak of the throttle and it would give you what you
wanted. There were, of course, some minor problems with the Sportster edition, but those
things were easily rectified by Harley. Since the beginning, the company had remained steadfast
and dependable when it came to righting the wrongs that consumers brought to them regarding
their bikes, and that particular year was no different. Here, we will take a closer look at the
Harley Sportster by touching briefly on its history, going over its specs, observing its assets,
and scrutinizing its issues. Keep in mind, however, that between and the small-twin Model W
was truly the first bike to get the Sportster ball rolling, whether Harley knew it or not at the time.
Over the years, until , countless changes and improvements were made, eventually giving us
what we now call the Sportster. Until they were kick start-only bikes that needed improved
clamps and intake manifolds, among other things. The motorcycle company has always been
on their game, and the past was no exception. Knowing the differences is very important to
anyone who either currently owns one of these bikes, or one who is considering the purchase
of one. As we know, it is always best to know your bike inside and out if you want to love and
care for it properly. As we discussed earlier, saw many changes in the Sportster, but saw more.
The boasted electronic ignition was switched out for an instrument called a Magnavox unit, or
magnetic pickup sensor. One of the biggest concerns addressed by the company, however, was
reducing the chances of riders experiencing the sticking of their throttle. When this occurs and
the throttle is open, it can result in fast acceleration that is unresponsive to the use of breaks.
Their idea for easing the chances of a throttle sticking was to install a push-pull double
accelerator cable, and it helped. Finally, they got rid of the old cable powered tachometer unit
and swapped it out for an electronic one; they also new electric starters and drives as final
touches. XLH Information Courtesy of bikez. XLS Information Courtesy of bikez. It takes a very
small amount of study to see that the only real differences between the two bikes is the fuel
capacity and total bike weight. According to XLforum. Basically, in a nutshell, there are no true
differences. Otherwise, these are two bikes that are basically brothers, with the only real
differences being aesthetic alone in nature. So, there you are; a pretty complete breakdown of
the Harley-Davidson Sportster models for that year. As you know, Sportsters have proven to be
great bikes for anyone, and they have stood the test of time generation after generation. Happy
riding! Benjamin Smith is one of the managing editors of Moneyinc. He has a strong interest in
sports, video games and acting his age and he's not even in college yet! You must be logged in
to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Prev Article Next Article. Related Posts. Add Comment Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. The 10 Best Hotels in Tijuana, Mexico. The 20 Best Restaurants in
Northern Michigan. The 20 Best Things to do in Northern Michigan. On Feb at PST, seller added
the following information: clean numbers match, frame motor and title,. Skip to main content.
Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or
shipping. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb
03, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 03,
PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping
options. Item location: Monticello, Wisconsin, United States. Seller: blumsstore Seller's other
items. I also have some extra parts that the buyer is welcome to have. Thanks for looking. Make
Harley-Davidson. Model Touring. It has been maintained to date. It is a very beautiful bike that
rides and handles great. This bike is super clean and in like new condition. Only needs owner
who loves to ride. This is a beautiful bike. Has Fatboy handle bars on it and original handle bars
are available. New tires and battery. Only 6, miles! Harley Windshield and Bags. Looking for
quick sale or will be trading in next week. Will consider all offers. Small scratch on top of rear
fender by seat. A bit of rust on the chrome whels. Sale includes a Harley Heavy Duty Cover
purchased last year. Bike located in South Dennis off Route Mailing addess is CMCH. Bike is a
beautiful dark blue and shines like new with no dents or scratches. Bike is ready to ride and has
no issues. Model Heritage Softail. Forward controls. House of Color Ghost flam Paint 2yrs old.
Original rear fender is also painted to match. New battery, runs great. Same owner last for 20
years! Extra parts. Make BMW. Model R80GS. It features gnarly Michelin T63 tires, BMW
windscreen and headlight guard, single-disc Brembo front brake, rear drum brake, Pelican side

cases, tach and clock, exhaust with wrap, PivotPegz foot pegs, two power outlets, PIAA
lightsSan Jose fork brace, 32mm Mikuni carbs, Smiths gauge, heated grips, hand guards,
toolbox with tools, stainless steel brake line, and more. A Siebenrock cc conversion kit was
installed in the past, increasing output from The OEM gauge last showed 11, miles. The
replacement and now faulty Smiths gauge shows miles. A more accurate estimate is
approximately 15, actual miles. Happy to answer questions! Make Honda. New Kenda tires,new
battery, recovered seat, new speedometer cable, new air filter, new oil and filter, carbs cleaned.
Runs and Drives. Possible trade, let me know what you have. Make Suzuki. Model Almost
everything on the bike is original stock except for the turn signals and rear lights; however, I
have the stock lights in a box possible picture to be uploaded soon. The stock lights are the
original amber yellows; one is cracked, but replacements are readily available online. Lots of
power in a nice, comfortable cruiser. Garage kept. This bike will give you long-haul touring
features and custom style including, the GTX saddlebags, Tour-Pak, large inch front wheel, high
output accessory connector, cruise control, and comfortable motorcycle seat. An air-cooled
Twin Cam engine provides powerful performance for passing, climbing hills and riding with
passengers and luggage. Take a minute to learn more about all the features on this motorcycle.
This classically styled, bold six-gallon fuel tank doesn't just give you a bigger canvas for
premium or custom paint; it holds six gallons of go so you can eat up a lot more road between
pit stops. We know fuel economy is important but so is style. Twin Cam Engine Heritage The
knowledge of what makes an engine truly move a rider runs deep at The Motor Company, and it
was put to good use when we created the Twin Cam engine. The performance and durability are
a direct result of the untold miles logged on the V-Twin since , and the proud heritage that
comes from a century's worth of commitment to life on two wheels. Riding free just wouldn't be
the same without the right soundtrack. Greenwood, IN. Memphis, TN. Ravenscroft, TN. Cripple
Creek, CO. Lebanon, OH. Brooksville, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Heritage Harley. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Suzuki Model Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Harley-Davidson Heritage Edition
motorcycle was a mixture of old and new, and only of these machines were produced for
Harley-Davidson celebrated its 75th Anniversary in , and one of the product highlights of that
year was the return of an cubic-inch V-twin, absent from the line since World War II. Soon
afterward, the "retro" look came into vogue at Harley-Davidson, a styling trend that continues to
this day. One of the first products to combine these two features was the Heritage Edition. The
Harley-Davidson Heritage Edition motorcycle had a two-place saddle, headlight nacelle, green
and orange paint, and other features seen on classic Harleys of yesteryear. It was also equipped
with modern suspension and brakes. Only Heritage Editions were built for , and the model did
not return in With its time-honored styling and low production numbers, the Heritage itself has
now become a coveted classic. But perhaps overshadowing any of Harley-Davidson's product
offerings in was a much larger event that took place in June of that year. After more than a
decade under the AMF banner, a group of Harley-Davidson employees arranged financing and
bought back the company. While production and profits both increased under AMF, quality
didn't. After the buyout, employees and enthusiasts alike took a new pride in Harley-Davidson.
Introduction of the Harley-Davidson Heritage Edition motorcycle was not the only exciting
Harley event to occur in that year. A group of Harley employees bought back the company from
sporting-goods manufacturer AMF in the summer of , restoring a good measure of pride in the
proud old brand. The Harley-Davidson Heritage Edition blended retro styling with modern
suspension and brakes. See more motorcycle pictures. With its time-honored styling and low
production, the Heritage Edition became a coveted classic. For those who wondered what to
call the green and orange dresser, the front fender clearly spelled it out. A Heritage Edition
emblem graced the engine's primary cover. Harley moved the choke knob to a more convenient
location on the instrument panel, where the owner's name could be engraved on a special
plaque. Related Content " ". Make Harley-Davidson. Asking No reasonable offer will be refused.
Text for pictures. Have lots of extra parts. This Shovelhead has 24, original miles and runs
great. New tires, brakes and clutch. The bike was repainted the original color with new tank
design. Has lots of chrome and is well appointed. This bagger is a real looker and gets attention
everywhere I go. Runs and sounds great. I can't say enough about this shovelhead. This king of
the highway rides beautifully. I will be sorry to see it go. Model Shovelhead. Kick start. Rat Bike.
I have owned this bike for 33 years. My knee has given out and I can't kick it anymore! Starts up
and runs good. Good condition for a rat bike! Includes S and S Sidewinder Kit. Three inch wide
open belt drive. This bike may not be for everyone, but it might be for you! Engine rebuilt and
very strong and quick. Needs a
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little work to be great. But also very quick. Less than 10k original mi. I rode this bike from
California to TX. Call for more info. Has wideglide frontend, tank, and dash. Comes with 3 seats.
Very good condition, runs fine. Odo reads 13, miles. Paint is worn from riding, but not bad.
Motor, frame, and trans original. I purchased it from original owner, must sell. My dad built this
bike, he's had his own Harley shop since he's one of the most well known custom builders in
the El Paso TX area. It runs like a champ. He's in a bad spot with money and I'm selling it to help
him out. Anything else you want to know my name is Beau my number is Excellent condition.
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